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Abstract—Question and Answer (Q&A) systems play a vital role in our daily life for information and knowledge sharing. Users post
questions and pick questions to answer in the system. Due to the rapidly growing user population and the number of questions, it is
unlikely for a user to stumble upon a question by chance that (s)he can answer. Also, altruism does not encourage all users to provide
answers, not to mention high quality answers with a short answer wait time. The primary objective of this paper is to improve the
performance of Q&A systems by actively forwarding questions to users who are capable and willing to answer the questions. To this
end, we have designed and implemented SocialQ&A, an online social network based Q&A system. SocialQ&A leverages the social
network properties of common-interest and mutual-trust friend relationship to identify an asker through friendship who are most likely to
answer the question, and enhance the user security. We also improve SocialQ&A with security and efficiency enhancements by
protecting user privacy and identifies, and retrieving answers automatically for recurrent questions. We describe the architecture and
algorithms, and conducted comprehensive large-scale simulation to evaluate SocialQ&A in comparison with other methods. Our results
suggest that social networks can be leveraged to improve the answer quality and asker’s waiting time. We also implemented a real
prototype of SocialQ&A, and analyze the Q&A behavior of real users and questions from a small-scale real-world SocialQ&A system.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Internet is an important source of information, where
the amount of data is vast and constantly growing. Users
rely on search engines to find specific information in this
knowledge base. Search engines such as Google and Bing use
keywords provided by the users to perform searches. Re-
cently, industrial research and development activities, such
as Microsoft and Facebook’s social-featured Bing search en-
deavor, try to combine search engines and online social net-
works for higher search performance. As previous research
has indicated [1, 2], search engines perform well in indexing
web pages and providing users with relevant content to
their search but are not suited for non-factual questions
such as “Which is the best local auto shop?”. To address
this particular class of non-factual questions, many Question
and Answer (Q&A) systems such as Yahoo! Answers, Baidu
Zhidao, StackExchange, Quora and Ask have been developed.
Since their inception, Q&A systems have proved to be a
valuable resource for sharing expertise and consequently
are used by a large number of Internet users. For example,
Yahoo! Answers was launched at the end of the year 2005 and
attracted more than 10 million users in February of 2007 [3],
and hit 200 million users in December of 2009 [4, 5]. Q&A
systems also preserve all questions and answers, thus acting
as a repository for information retrieval. They are not only
important for sharing technical knowledge, but also as a
source for receiving advice and satisfying one’s curiosity
about a wide variety of subjects [6].

With a vast population in a Q&A system, a large number
of questions are posed online every day. For example, there
are 823,966 questions and answers posed to Yahoo! Answers
per day [4]. Then, when a user intends to answer a question,
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(s)he may be overwhelmed by the plethora of questions.
Moreover, simply relying on altruistic users to provide
answers cannot encourage all users to provide answers and
to answer questions quickly. To locate appropriate answer
providers, current Q&A systems allow users to choose tags
(i.e., interest categories) for their questions. However, it
may not be easy to determine the appropriate tag(s) for a
question such as “how is the computer organization class at
our university?”.

As a result, current Q&A systems may not meet the
requirement of providing high quality answer with a short
answer wait time, though users wish to receive satisfactory
answers quickly. This is confirmed by the study in [5]. It
found that for Yahoo! Answers, only 17.6% of questions were
answered satisfactorily; for the remaining 82.4%, one fifth
of the questions remained unanswered. For Baidu Zhidao,
22.7% of questions were successfully answered, and 42.8%
of the unresolved questions were not answered at all. Thus,
there is an increasing need for an advanced Q&A system
that can decrease the number of unanswered questions,
enhance the answer quality and decrease the response time.

In addition, the privacy of the Q&A system is very im-
portant nowadays. Many users may ask or answer questions
related to sensitive topics such health problem, political
activism or even sexual orientation [7]. Although the user
may want the response as soon as possible, he/she still
needs the privacy protection to avoid potential disclosure
of personal information [8]. Since Social Q&A is built upon
social networks. The asker and answerer are social close to
each other. Therefore, protecting the privacy is important
and challenge.

To meet this need, we propose SocialQ&A, an online
social network based Q&A system, that actively forwards
questions to those users with the highest likelihood (capabil-
ity and willingness) of answering them with expertise and
interest in the questions’ subjects. The design of SocialQ&A
is based on two social network properties. First, social
friends tend to share similar interests (e.g., lab members
majoring in computer systems) [9]. Second, social friends
tend to be trustworthy and altruistic due to the property



of “friendship fosters cooperation” [10]. Accordingly, So-
cialQ&A favors routing queries among friends and iden-
tifies a question’s potential answerers by considering two
metrics: the interest of the friend towards the question and
the social closeness of the friend to the asker/forwarder.
Thus, the answer receivers have high probability of provid-
ing high-quality answers in a short time [11, 12]. Different
from the existing Q&A systems, due to the importance of
users privacy, we future introduce security and efficiency
enhancement to protect users privacy while users using
social network answering questions. The contributions of
this work are as follows:
• The design of SocialQ&A. SocialQ&A is composed of three
components: User Interest Analyzer, Question Categorizer, and
Question-User Mapper. User Interest Analyzer associates each
user with a vector of interest categories. Question Categorizer
associates a vector of interest categories to each question.
Then, based on user interest and social closeness, Question-
User Mapper identifies potential answerers for each question.
• The design of security and efficiency enhancement methods. So-
cialQ&A incorporates three methods to enhance its security
and efficiency performance. The bloom filter based personal in-
formation exchange method protects users’ privacy including
friendship and interest information. The onion routing based
answer forwarding method protects the identities of the asker
and the answerer from being exposed. The answer retrieval
for recurrent questions automatically finds the answers for
recurrent questions.
•Comparative trace-driven experiments. We conducted com-
prehensive large-scale simulation to evaluate SocialQ&A in
comparison with other methods. Our results suggest that
SocialQ&A improves the quality of answers and reduces the
wait time for answers.
• The development of a real-world SocialQ&A. We have pro-
totyped the SocialQ&A system with user interfaces, and
conducted a real-world small-scale test with real users from
India, the United Kingdom, and the United States for a
period of approximately one month.
• The analysis of the data from real SocialQ&A. We have
analyzed the features of the questions posted, the
questioning and answering activities of users, the quality of
answers, and the wait time for answers. Analytical results
show the benefits of SocialQ&A in enhancing answer
quality and wait time.

Please note that is it difficult for us (as a small school
lab) to implement a real-world SocialQ&A system that can
attract thousands of users to conduct the performance evalu-
ation. We only implemented a real-world SocialQ&A system
that attracted a small number of users, which is better
than no real-world implementation. We do not claim that
such a system can represent a large-scale social network,
but some our findings are interesting and they follow the
previous observations and confirm the assumptions in the
social network based Q&A systems. The rest of this paper is
structured as follows. Section 2 presents a concise review of
related work. Sections 3 and 4 present the details of the de-
sign of SocialQ&A and its enhancement methods. Section 5
measures the SocialQ&A’s performance in comparison with
other systems through trace-driven experiments. Section 6
describes the user interface of a real-world SocialQ&A pro-
totype, and analyzes a real trace obtained from it. Section 7
concludes this paper with remarks on our future work.
2 RELATED WORK
The growing importance of Q&A systems demands an effort
to better understand these systems and to improve them
[13]. The works in [14–19] studied the influence of different
factors (e.g., users’ profiles, messages prediction, system

interactions and community size) in the social networks on
Q&A performance. These study results lay the foundation
of SocialQ&A to leverage social network properties [20] in
the design. Note that the existing social network based on
the asker-answerer relationship in current Q&A systems [17]
is different from online social network based on the social
relationship, which is used in SocialQ&A. The works in
[21–24] concentrated on locating experts and authoritative
users. Instead, SocialQ&A aims to find normal users that can
answer questions including opinion-type questions. Some
studies have been conducted to create reputation models in
Q&A systems [25, 26] to increase the credibility of answers,
and to determine the relationship between the reputation
of the users and the quality of their provided answers [27].
SocialQ&A directly utilizes the social network property of
mutual-trust friendship to motivate users to provide an-
swers without relying on an additional reputation model.
SocialQ&A shares similarity with other peer-assistant sys-
tems such as [28] in leveraging the collective power of peers
for a certain goal.

Some research [29–31] categorizes questions into prede-
fined categories, making it easier for users to locate pre-
viously asked questions and for experts to find questions
they can answer. Quan et al. [30] proposed three new super-
vised term weighting schemes for question categorization,
and evaluated each scheme using a trace from Yahoo! An-
swers. Song et al. [31] proposed a sequential process includ-
ing topic-wise word identification and weighting, semantic
mapping, and similarity calculation.

Text mining techniques also have been used to pro-
vide better answers [5, 32–36]. These categorization and
text mining methods can be used in SocialQ&A to more
accurately derive user interests and question interests. Li et
al. [5] proposed a language model by combining expertise
estimation and availability estimation, and later proposed
category-sensitive language models [32] for expert iden-
tification, which helps route questions to available and
capable experts. Zhou et al. [33] classified the questions
using a variety of local and global features of questions and
users’ relationship in order to route a classified question
to its potential answerers. Cao et al. [34] leveraged ques-
tion category to enhance question retrieval in community-
based Q&A systems. Guo et al. [35] proposed a topic-based
model to identify appropriate answerers by calculating the
similarities between questions’ topics and users specialists.
Nie et al. [36] proposed a scheme which can annotate social
questions automatically to unravels the incomplete and
biased problems of question tags.

Compared to previous Q&A system works, SocialQ&A
also leverages both the common-interest and mutual-trust
social network properties to improve the QoS performance.
It incorporates different algorithms to determine user in-
terest, question interest and the question-user mapping.
Unlike previous Q&A system works, it does not assume
that friendship is always trustable and incorporates algo-
rithms that avoid revealing personal information to others
as little as possible. Different from previous Q&A system
works, our previously proposed SOS [39] is also a Q&A
system based on a social network. However, SOS focuses on
realizing a mobile Q&A system in a distributed manner and
using knowledge engineering techniques. Also, it assumes
that social closeness is already provided by users. Instead,
SocialQ&A focuses on how to leverage social network prop-
erties in better identifying potential answerers with prede-
fined interest categories and showing its benefits through
the analysis on real users’ Q&A activities.
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3 SOCIALQ&A: AN ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORK
BASED Q&A SYSTEM
3.1 The Rationale of SocialQ&A Design
A real-life social network is formed by regarding each
person as a node and linking two nodes with a social
relationship. This network is featured by social communities
such as the football club and ECE department at a university.
In real life, the people we rely on for answers to questions
such as “how is the computer organization class at our
university?” are usually those in our social communities.
Persons in the same social community share common inter-
ests and trust each other on answering questions on their
common interests, and are willing to answer the questions
from community members.

An online social network connects friends with real-life
relationship and online friendship, which shares similarity
to the real-life social network. Friends in an online social
network tend to share similar interests and trust each other
[9, 40, 10]. Taking advantage of these properties, we design
and develop SocialQ&A that incorporates an online social
network to improve the quality of answers and decrease
answer wait time. It forwards a user’s questions to his/her
social friends that have common interest and a close social
relationship.

3.2 The Design of SocialQ&A

User 
Interest 
Analyzer

Q/A 
Repository

Question
Categorizer

Question‐
User

Mapper

Category
Synset

Social
Info.

SocialQ&A User Interface

Fig. 1: The architecture of SocialQ&A.
Like all online social networks, the one in SocialQ&A has

user profiles that record users’ interests, education, hobbies
and etc. Like Yahoo! Answers, SocialQ&A also predefines
interest categories and subcategories. A total of 4 categories
(music, movies, television, and books) and 32 subcategories
(e.g., books: novel, drama) derived from Yahoo! Answers
were used to implement SocialQ&A. We used these 4 cat-
egories as an example and will add more categories in our
future work.

Figure 1 shows the high-level architecture of SocialQ&A
and the interaction between the core components: User Inter-
est Analyzer, Question Categorizer, and Question-User Mapper.
User Interest Analyzer analyzes data associated with each
user in the social network to derive user interests. Ques-
tion Categorizer categorizes the user questions into interest
categories based on the Category Synsets, which stores the
synonyms of all categories’ keywords from WordNet [41].
Question-User Mapper connects these two components by
identifying potential answerers who are most likely to be
willing to and be able to provide satisfactory answers. The
data from user questions and answers is stored on Q/A
Repository to serve subsequent similar questions. Below, we
present each component and user interface.

3.2.1 User Interest Analyzer
User Interest Analyzer utilizes each user’s profile

information in the social network and user interactions
(answers provided and questions asked) to determine the
interests of the user in the predefined interest categories.
This is because if a user asks or answers questions in an
interest category, (s)he is likely to be interested in this
particular category. As shown in Figure 2 (Including Rock

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for the User Interest Analyzer.
Input: A user’s profile, questions and answers
Output: The user’s interest vector VUj =< Ii,WIi >

1: Parse the “interests” field to generate a token stream TI

2: Parse the “activities” field to generate a token stream Ta

3: Use the inputs from the user’s selection from the Music,
Movie, Television and Book fields to generate token streams
Tmu, Tmo, Tt and Tb

4: for each token stream Tx (Tx=TI , Ta, Tmu, Tmo, Tt, Tb) do
5: Check each token in the Synset
6: if a matching interest category Ii exists then
7: Update interest weight: WIi++ (e.g., Wmusic++)
8: end if
9: end for

10: Keep updatingWIi based on questions asked and answered
and profile update

11: Periodically update WIi using WIi = α ∗WIiold

music, classic music, action movie, thriller movie, news,
shows and story), the interests of user Uj are represented
by a user interest vector VUj

=<Ii, WIi> (i = 1, 2...),
where Ii represents an interest and WIi represents the
weight (degree) of the user’s interest in interest Ii. WIi = 0
indicates that the user does not have the corresponding
interest. WIi is incremented by 1 for each appearance of
the interest in the parsed information from a user’s profile
and interactions. The order of phrases does not necessarily
represent the different preferences of a user. Thus, we count
the frequency that an interest’s synset appears in all phrases
to indicate the user’s perference on this interest, because the
frequency represents a user’s focus on an interest currently.

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode for the User Interest
Analyzer. When a user registers for SocialQ&A, (s)he is given
the option of entering his/her interests and activities and to
mark predefined interest categories to add to his/her inter-
est list. SocialQ&A uses WordNet to parse these text fields
to token streams (Steps 1-3). For every token, its matching
interest category is located in the Synset and corresponding
weight is updated (Steps 4-9).

  Rock Classic Action Thriller News Shows Story 

User i 2 0 3 0 1 0 4 

Fig. 2: User interest vector.
For accurate user interest reflection, SocialQ&A keeps

track of profile changes, the questions asked and answered
by a user to update his/her interest vector. A user can
indicate the interest tags for his/her questions. In the
indicated tags and parsed interests, we use OIi to denote
the number of occurrences of the interest Ii during the
previous period. For an interest Ii, its weight is updated to
WIinew

= WIi + OIi , where WIinew
is the weight used in

next period. In order to reflect users’ current interests, the
weight is periodically decayed by: WIi = α ∗WIiold , where
WIiold is the weight used in last period

3.2.2 Question Categorizer
The primary task of Question Categorizer is to categorize a
question into predefined interest categories based on the
topic(s) of the question. We also allow users to input self-
defined tags associate with questions, which are analyzed
in question parsing. Question Categorizer generates a vector
of question Qi’s interests, denoted by VQi

, using a similar
algorithm as Algorithm 1. While processing a question,
SocialQ&A uses WordNet to examine the tags and text of
the question and generates a token string. The tokens are
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compared to SocialQ&A’s Synset to determine the categories
where the question belongs. We have calculated the interest
weight without normalization in order to predict the user
intelligence to answer a question of Interest.

3.2.3 Question-User Mapper
Question-User Mapper identifies the appropriate answerers
for a given question. The potential answer providers are
chosen from the asker’s friends in the online social network.
Note that the changes in a user’s friends in the online social
network do not affect the performance of SocialQ&A as it
always uses a user’s current friends. To check the appropri-
ateness of a friend (Uk) as an answer provider for a question,
two parameters are considered: i) the interest similarity
between the interest vectors of the friend and the question
(denoted by ΨI,Uk

); and ii) the social closeness between
the friend and the asker (denoted by ΨC,Uk

). The former
represents the potential capability of a friend to answer the
question, and the latter represents the willingness of a friend
to answer the question.

We use WUk

Ij
to denote Uk’s weight on interest Ij . For

the asker’s question with vector VQi
,

ΨI,Uk =
∑

Ij∈(VUk
∩VQi

)

W
Uk
Ij
. (1)

In the online social network, a user’s friends with more
common interests, frequent interactions or common friends
(i.e., higher social closeness) are more willing to respond to
the user’s question [39, 17, 2, 14]. Thus, to calculate ΨC,Uk

between friend Uk and the asker, we consider three metrics:
i) the similarity between their interest vectors (denoted by
S, which is incremented by each matching entry); ii) their
asking and answering interaction frequency (denoted by A);
and iii) the number of their common friends, denoted by C .
Given the asker’s friend set F , friend Uk’s rates of S, A and
C are calculated by:

PSUk
=

SUk∑
i∈F Si

, PAUk
=

AUk∑
i∈F Ai

, PCUk
=

CUk∑
i∈F Ci

. (2)

Then, the social closeness of friend Uk is calculated as

ΨC,Uk = γS ∗ PSUk
+ γA ∗ PAUk

+ γP ∗ PCUk
, (3)

where γS , γA and γP are the weights of considering
factors S, A and C , respectively. Since we make all metrics
comparable by scaling them to [0, 1], the weights represent
the correlationship between each factor and the social
closeness. We finally calculate the metric ΨUk

to measure
the appropriateness of friend Uk as a potential answerer for
Uj ’s question Qi. That is:

ΨUk = β ∗ ΨI,Uk + (1 − β) ∗ ΨC,Uk (0 < β < 1), (4)

where β is the weight for each consideration factor. In
different circumstances, we can give different β values.
Higher β value helps identify friends with higher capability
to answer the question, while a lower β value helps identify
friends with higher willingness to answer the question.

SocialQ&A then orders an asker’s friends in the descend-
ing order of their ΨUk

values, and routes the question to the
top N friends. N is a tradeoff between system overhead
and response efficiency. If N is larger, the system overhead
is larger, but the answer response efficiency is improved;
and vice versa. Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode of the
Question-User Mapper. Social distance between two nodes is
the number of hops in the shortest path between them in the
online social network. If no one responds during a specific
time period, SocialQ&A can try the nodes in 2-hop social
distance from the asker, and then in 3-hop social distance,
until the nodes in Time-To-Live (TTL)-hop social distance

Algorithm 2 Pseudocode for the Question-User Mapper.
Input: Interest vectors of a user, his/her friends and question
Output: A list of potential answer providers

1: for each friend Uk in the friend set of Uj do
2: Compute ΨI,Uk based on Eq. (1)
3: Compute PSUk

, PAUk
and PCUk

based on Eq. (2)
4: Compute ΨC,Uk based on Eq. (3)
5: Compute ΨUk based on Eq. (4)
6: end for
7: Order the friends in descending order of ΨUk

8: Notify the top N friends

1 0 1 0 1 2 0 1 0 0 1 1 

H1( ) H2( ) Hk( ) . . . 

Interest i / friend j 

Feed data 

Increased by 1 

Fig. 3: An example of the counting bloom filter.

have attempted. A question receiver can forward the ques-
tion if (s)he cannot answer it. The question-user mapper
algorithm is called while asking or forwarding questions.
When forwarding a question, the asker’s information is
replaced by the forwarder’s information. The Question-User
Mapper can be executed in either a centralized manner or
a decentralized manner [39]. In the centralized manner, the
centralized server selects the potential answerers for each
question and sends the question to them. In the decen-
tralized execution, each node autonomously determines the
potential answerers for the question initialized or received
by itself to send the question. If there are not enough
N selected friends through the Question-User Mapper, the
remaining answerers are randomly selected from all users
having such interests.

4 SECURITY AND EFFICIENCY ENHANCEMENT

4.1 Secure Personal Information Exchange and An-
swer Forwarding
The friendship through online social networks may not be
always trustable. It is important for users to reveal personal
information to each other as little as possible. Besides, the
askers and answerers for some questions, such as political
sensitive questions, may want to be anonymous to the pub-
lic. Therefore, a Q&A system should support secure ques-
tion forwarding process through untrustable friendships. In
the following, we propose bloom filter based personal infor-
mation exchange method and onion routing based answer
forwarding method to achieve a certain degree of security.

4.1.1 Bloom Filter based Personal Information Exchange
Section 3.2 introduces how the question-user mapper con-
ducts potential answerer selection, which requires friends to
exchange their personal information including their friend
lists and interest vectors. To protect user privacy to a cer-
tain extent, friends should avoid exchanging such personal
information directly. Instead, they should exchange the en-
crypted information of their friend lists and interest vectors.
The challenge here is that the encrypted information should
not only protect a user from revealing direct information
to others but also serve counting the common friends and
interests. The counting bloom filter technique [42] can meet
this requirement. Therefore, to handle this challenge, So-
cialQ&A uses the counting bloom filter technique [42] to
encrypt information that is exchanged between friends.

Figure 3 shows an example of a counting bloom filter.
A counting bloom filter uses K hash functions to encrypt
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personal information for protection. The bloom filter results
are stored in an integer array of t entries. Each hash function
encrypts the feed information into an integer m within
[0, t], and the mth entry of the integer array is increased
by 1. To search whether an information item is stored in
a bloom filter, the information item is encrypted by each
hash function of the bloom filter. If for each hashed result
m, the value at mth entry in the array is larger than 0, this
information item has a higher probability of being stored in
the bloom filter; otherwise, it is not stored in the bloom filter.

Then, to protect the friendship information of users, each
user Uk feeds each of his/her friend IDs into a bloom
filter, and its bloom filter result as shown in Figure 3 is
denoted by Bf

Uk
. Then, friends exchange the bloom filter

results instead of friendship information directly. To identify
the appropriate answerers among a user Ui’s friends, the
user needs to calculate the parameters in Equation (2). To
calculate the social closeness with friend Uk, PCUk

, user Ui

can find their common friends by searching the existence
of each of his/her friends in Uk’s friend bloom filter result,
Bf

Uk
. However, checking all friends’ bloom filter results is

time-consuming. Therefore, Ui directly calculates the cosine
similarity between user Ui’s friend bloom filter result and

Uk’s friend bloom filter result as CUk
=

Bf
Ui
∗Bf

Uk

|Bf
Ui
|∗|Bf

Uk
|
. Then,

we can derive the social closeness, PCUk
, according to Equa-

tion (2).
We can derive the interest similarity (PSUk

) in a similar
way. Different from the friend information, each of a user’s
interests (Ii) has a weight (WIi ). To take into account the
interest weight, user Uk feeds each interest Ii for WUk

Ii
times

into its interest bloom filter, and we use BI
Uk

to denote the
interest bloom filter result of user Uk. Therefore, the interest
bloom filter result represents not only the interest existence
but also the interest weights. Then, we can calculate SUk

=
BI

Ui
∗BI

Uk

|BI
Ui
|∗|BI

Uk
| . As a result, we can derive the interest similarity

between user Ui and fiend Uk according to Equation (2).
Finally, using the PCUk

and PSUk
calculated based on the

bloom filters, user Ui can calculate the social closeness with
friend Uk, ΨC,Uk

, based on Equation (3).
Recall that the similarity between the interest vectors of

friend Uk and the question, ΨI,Uk
, is needed in identifying

the appropriate answerers based on Equation (4). Then, a
problem is how to derive ΨI,Uk

based on the interest bloom
filters. Recall that there are K hash functions. Therefore,
an interest Ii increases WIi for each of K different entries
among all t entries in the bloom filter result. Then, in the
sum of all t entries in the bloom filter result, an interest Ii
contributes WIi ∗K value, which is K times of the value for
a common interest in Equation (1). Thus, we can calculate
ΨI,Uk

by ΨI,Uk
=

∑
j∈[1...t],Ej

Uk
>0∧Ej

Qi
>0E

j
Uk
/K , where

Ej
Uk

is the value at the jth entry of the bloom filter result
of Uk’s interests, and Ej

Qi
is the value at the jth entry of

the bloom filter result of question Qi’s interest. Similar to
Equation (1), we calculate ΨI,Uk

by summing the weights of
the common interests between the friend and the question.
The common interests are identified by checking whether
each common entries of the two bloom filter results of the
friend’s interests and the question’s interests have a value
larger than 0.

In all possible user IDs or interests, a malicious user
Ui can check the existence of each user ID or interest in
the bloom filter result of his/her friend Uk in order to
derive Uk’s friends and interests. Note that a bloom filter

is generated with a predefined false positive rate and an
expected maximum number of feed inputs (i.e., interests
and user IDs). The generated bloom filter has an actual false
positive rate no larger than the predefined false positive
rate if the number of actual feed inputs is no larger than
the expected maximum number. Therefore, for the same
number of feed inputs, in order to increase the false positive
rate to protect the users’ privacy, we can also reduce the
expected maximum number of inputs. However, a larger
false positive rate generates a higher probability of choosing
some friends falsely regarded with many common inter-
ests and friends. Therefore, the answer quality is sacrificed
to a certain extent but the personal information is better
protected. In reality, the false positive rate needs to set
according to the requirement of security and answer quality
performance to break the tie.

4.1.2 Onion Routing based Answer Forwarding
Some questions, such as religious and political questions,
may be sensitive to censorship, so that some askers and
answerers may want to protect their identities from being
exposed. SocialQ&A can leverage the onion routing tech-
nique [43] to provide user anonymity. At the initial stage,
each user Uk generates a pair of public and private keys
(denoted by PriUk

and PubUk
), and the public keys are

exchanged between friends. To generate an onion routing
path, a user randomly selects several users and form an
encrypted routing path such as PubUi

(Uj , PubUj
(Uk)) for

path Ui → Uj → Uk. For each relay user at the path, the
remaining path is encrypted by its public key. The encrypted
routing path is sent along each relay node. When Ui receives
the encrypted routing path, it decrypts the path using its pri-
vate key (PriUk

), and then sends PubUj
(Uk) to Uj . Each re-

ceiver does the same operation to learn its successor. There-
fore, each relay can only know its predecessor and successor.

However, we cannot directly adopt the onion routing
technique in SocialQ&A. In the direct adoption, in order to
protect its identity, an asker randomly selects several relay
nodes among all users to form a path. A communication
is established between any two consecutive relay nodes in
the path to forward the question, and the final relay node
searches the appropriate answerers as explained previously.
The answerer will forward the answer along this established
path from the final relay to the asker. However, such an
established random path cannot ensure that the final relay
user is in the same social community as the asker. For exam-
ple, user Ui in the ECE department may select user Uk at the
BIOE department as the last relay user to ask question “How
to prepare qualify exams in ECE?”. Due to the different
communities, the potential answerers identified by Uk may
not provide Ui a correct answer. Besides, it is easy for Ui to
collude with its friends by selecting a particular malicious
Uk to be the last relay. Then Ui and its malicious friend Uk

can know the identity of the answerer when the answerer
sends the answer back.

Therefore, instead of directly applying the onion routing
for question forwarding, we apply the onion routing for the
answer forwarding to protect the identities of the answerer
and asker. In our onion routing based answer forward-
ing, the asker searches the answers using the previously
introduced method. The asker builds another onion path
leading to itself that consists of randomly selected relay
nodes and first relay Ui (which is different from the question
forwarding onion path). It forwards its question along with
this established onion path and does not transmit its identity
along the question forwarding path. The answerer builds
an onion path starting from itself that consists of randomly
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selected relay nodes and final relay Uj . Then, along this
path, the answerer forwards its answer with the asker’s
onion path. The final relay Uj forwards the answer and the
asker’s onion path to Ui, and then the answer is forwarded
backwards to the asker along the asker’s onion path fromUi.
Since any relay user is only aware of its predecessor and suc-
cessor without knowing the message initiator or the entire
path, the identities of the asker and answerer are protected.

4.2 Answer Retrieval for Recurrent Questions
A large amount of daily questions in a Q&A system
usually are recurrent. For example, among 15% of English
questions crawled from Yahoo! Answers, 25% questions
are recurrent [44]. Therefore, we can save users’ efforts
and system resources to answer recurrent questions by
providing satisfying answers of the former same questions
in repository. In order to release the workload of the
centralized server to search recurrent questions, each asker
stores the former questions and their associated answers,
and users depend on nearby users in the social network for
searching the recurrent questions. A straightforward way to
search a recurrent question of a newly asked question is to
broadcast the question to all friends of the asker or question
forwarder if TTL>0. However, it generates high network
traffic among social friends and friends-of-friends, and high
workload for similar question searching in inquired users.
Therefore, we introduce our bloom filter based similar
question searching method.

In this method, each user feeds his/her questions with
satisfying answers into a bloom filter, denoted by Bq . Since
the recurrent questions may not be exactly the same, the
success rate to find the former similar question may not
be high if we directly feed the whole new question into
the bloom filter. To solve this problem, we feed all n-
grams [45] of the new question into the bloom filter. The
n-gram is a contiguous n words of a question. For example,
“at Clemson” and “Clemson University” are two 2-grams
of the question “Where is the football stadium at Clemson
University?”. In n-gram, n is an integer larger than zero.
We use 2-gram in our implementation as an example due to
its high accuracy to find the recurrent questions as shown
in Section 5.3. That is, each asker feeds all 2-grams of all of
his/her questions with satisfying answers into a bloom filter
result. To find recurrent questions in a bloom filter, K hash
values of all 2-grams of the new question are calculated and
the corresponding entries in the bloom filter are checked.

Each user periodically broadcasts his/her bloom filter
results Bq for his/her questions with satisfying answers. In
the broadcasting, each bloom filter is propagated through
the social links for TTL hops. Whenever a user Uk asks
a question, before Uk launches question Qi’s forwarding
process, Uk first looks over all bloom filter results received.
For each bloom filter result, all n-grams of the newly asked
question Qi are checked in this bloom filter, and the owner
of each bloom filter result is scored by the number of
successfully found n-grams of Qi. The asker then selects
the top N users with the highest scores, and sends them
the recurrent question searching request for Qi. When a
user, say Ui, receives the request, it then finds the question
with the largest number of common n-grams with Qi,
and forwards the question associated with the satisfying
answers back to the asker. If the answerer is satisfied by
the asker, the question is solved; otherwise, the question-
user mapper processes this newly asked question as shown
in Algorithm 2.

The onion routing based answer forwarding can also be
applied in this answer retrieval process for recurrent ques-
tions. When a user Uj broadcasts his/her bloom filter results

of questions with satisfying answers, Uj also associates it
with an onion routing path pa leading to itself. We use Uj′

to denote the last relay user of path pa connecting to Uj .
Asker Ui also uses a similar way in Section 4.1.2 to form
an onion routing path pq to protect its identity. We use Ui′

to denote the last relay user of path pq . Asker Ui sends its
newly asked question through pq to the last relay Ui′ , and
Ui′ further forwards it through pa to the last relay user Uj′ .
Relay user Uj′ forwards the question to user Uj , which then
returns the answers of the matched question to Uj′ . Then,
Uj′ forwards the answer to Ui′ , which then forwards the
answer through pq to the asker Ui.

5 SIMULATION PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We conducted trace-driven experiments on the Planet-
Lab [46] to evaluate the performance of SocialQ&A in both
searching effectiveness and efficiency for potential answer-
ers. PlanetLab is a real worldwide testbed, consisting of 1295
nodes, on which you can deploy and test your network
applications. We used the Yahoo! Answers question/answer
trace data and Facebook user profile (interests and activities)
trace from [39]. The Yahoo! Answers trace includes 9419
questions posted in the Entertainment & Music Movies
section, and the Facebook trace includes 1000 users with
profiles and friendship information. We tested 1000 users
using randomly selected 200 PlanetLab nodes worldwide,
each simulating 5 users. We randomly assigned users’ pro-
file and associated relationship in the trace to simulated
users. Therefore, a social network is formed among the
users based on the friendship relationship in the Facebook
trace. From the question trace, we randomly selected 100
questions with keywords which can be mapped to the
category of movies. We also used this set of questions to
simulate those in each of other three interest categories. All
questions were randomly assigned to users having the same
interest. The TTL was set to 3, since according to [47], people
are influenced by other people who are at most at 3-hop
social distance. The rating range in Yahoo! Answers is [1, 5].

A successful response to a question includes answering
or forwarding the question, in which if a question receiver
has an answer to the received question, (s)he replies to
it; otherwise, (s)he forwards the question. Intuitively, each
potential answerer willing to answer the question should
have at least one very high score for S,A or P in Equation 3.
Thus, we give equal weights to all factors as γS = γA =
γP = 1. The social closeness between friends ranges in
[0,1.2]; if an asker’s friend has social closeness larger than
0.6, (s)he is willing to respond to the asker’s question. If
we set this willingness threshold to be larger, there will
be fewer successful responses in both our method and
comparison methods, and vice versa. The probability that
other friends respond to the question was randomly chosen
from {10%, 20%, 30%}. The question query rate was set to
one question per minute. These parameters are adjustable
parameters and their changes will not affect the relative per-
formance differences between the systems in comparison.
The distribution of response time to a question follows the
trace [39]. We use BA to denote the Best Answer set of a
question existing in the system, and use RA to represent the
Retrieved Answer set in the system. We define the precision
rate as |RA

⋂
BA|/|RA| to represent the received answers’

quality, and define the recall rate as |BA
⋂
RA|/|BA| to

denote the received answers’ completeness. We measured
the overall effectiveness of our method using the F-score,
which is calculated as F1 = 2∗precision∗recall

precision+recall .
Recall that SocialQ&A considers both interest similarity

and social closeness. We compare SocialQ&A with i) So-
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Fig. 4: Effectiveness of Q&A systems.

cialQ&A only considering interest similarity (denoted by
Interest), ii) SocialQ&A only considering social closeness
(denoted by Social), iii) random friend selection (denoted
by Random), iv) flooding method selecting all friends [39]
(denoted by Flooding), and v) SOS [39]. These systems were
implemented in a distributed manner; that is, each node
selects its friends to send/forward questions autonomously.
Unless otherwise specified, β in Eq. (4) was set to 0.6.
We first measured SocialQ&A’s performance without the
security and efficiency enhancement methods. We then com-
pared the performance of SocialQ&A with and without the
enhancement to measure its improvement.
5.1 Performance with Varying Number of Selected An-
swerers
We calculated the response rate as the number of all suc-
cessful responses divided by the total number of question
receivers. Figure 4(a) shows that the response rate of all
systems versus the number of selected potential answer-
ers, which are the top N friends to forward the question
in Algorithm 2. It shows that the response rate follows
Social>SocialQ&A>SOS>Interest≈Random≈Flooding. In
SocialQ&A and Social, users choose friends with higher
social closeness who are most willing to answer questions,
so they have a higher response rate than others. SOS does
not consider the potential willingness of friends with many
common interests when calculating social closeness. Thus,
its response rate is lower than SocialQ&A and Social, but
higher than the other three methods without social closeness
consideration. In SocialQ&A, users may choose friends with
high interest similarity but lower social closeness. Thus, it
generates a lower response rate than Social. We also see that
the response rate of SocialQ&A, Social and SOS decreases
as the number of selected answerers increases, since friends
with lower social closeness are more likely to drop ques-
tions. This result implies that SocialQ&A’s incentive works
well when the set of answerers selected is small.

Figure 4(b) shows the average precision rate of each
system, which follows Interest>SocialQ&A≈SOS>Social
≈Random≈Flooding. This is because Interest, SocialQ&A
and SOS choose answerers with interest consideration,
while Social, Random and Flood do not. By considering
interest and social closeness simultaneously, SocialQ&A and
SOS have lower precision rate than Interest, and their pre-
cision rates decrease as the number of selected answerers
increases due to the same reason as in Figure 4(a). So-
cialQ&A and SOS both consider the interest similarity, so
they produce similar precision rates. This implies that they
have higher answer quality when the number of selected
neighbors is small. Combining the results in Figures 4(a)
and 4(b), we see that SocialQ&A performs the best regarding
both response rate and answer quality.

Figure 4(c) shows the average recall rate of each sys-
tem. We see that the recall rates of all systems except
Flooding increase when the number of selected potential
answerers increases. As more potential answerers are se-
lected, more answers are provided, which increases the
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probability of receiving the best answers. We also see
that the recall rate follows Flooding>SocialQ&A>SOS>
Interest>Social>Random. Flooding sends a question to all
friends, thus produces the highest recall rate. Since So-
cialQ&A and SOS consider both interest and willingness
to respond, they produce much more high-quality answers
than in other systems except Flooding. SocialQ&A has a
higher recall rate than SOS due to its higher response rate
than SOS as shown in Figure 4(a). We see that Interest
has a larger recall rate than Social, especially when the
number of selected neighbors is large. This is because Social
ensures high willingness to respond but cannot guarantee
the answer quality, while Interest provides high answer
quality. As Random does not consider interest and social
closeness, it generates the lowest recall rate. This figure
indicates that SocialQ&A can recall more answers than other
systems without flooding questions.

Figure 4(d) shows the F-score of each system, which
represents the overall accuracy of each system’s potential
answerer searching method. From the figure, we can see
that the F-score follows SocialQ&A>SOS≈Interest>Social
>Ran- dom. That is because SocialQ&A, SOS and Interest
have larger precision and recall rates than Social and than
Random as shown in Figures 4(b) and 4(c). Due to the larger
deviation between precision and recall rates of Interest than
of SocialQ&A, SocialQ&A has a larger F-score than Interest.
SocialQ&A has a larger F-score than SOS, due to its larger
recall rate. Thus, SocialQ&A has the highest F-score. Also,
because SOS has a recall rate larger than Interest, but not
larger enough as SocialQ&A does, SOS and Interest have a
similar F-score. In all, the figure indicates that SocialQ&A
achieves a better overall searching accuracy than all other
systems by considering both precision and recall rates.

We define the wait time of a question as the time interval
between the time when a question is asked and the time
when the first best answer of this question is received.
Figure 5 shows the average wait time for all questions.
It follows Flooding<SocialQ&A<SOS<Interest<Social
<Random and all methods have shorter response time
when there are more answerers selected due to the
same reason as in Figure 4(c). This figure indicates that
SocialQ&A leads to shorter wait time for answers than other
methods except Flooding. However, Flooding generates
low precision rate and also high overhead which will be
shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 9: Performance of privacy protection.

We define the overhead of a question as the num-
ber of forwarding messages generated for the ques-
tion. Figure 6 shows the overhead per question. It fol-
lows Social>SocialQ&A>SOS>Interest≈Random due to
the same reason as in Figure 4(a). A higher response rate
leads to more forwarding messages. SOS, Interest and
Random produce lower overhead because many message
receivers do not respond. Flooding generates the highest
overhead which is nearly constant because of its broadcast-
ing feature. We also see that the overhead increases as the
number of selected answerers increases in other methods
as more queries are sent or forwarded.This figure indicates
that by more accurately routing a question to users that
are capable and willing to answer the question, SocialQ&A
generates relatively low overhead and high response rate.

5.2 Performance with Varying Weight Values

Figure 7(a) shows the response rate of different β values
versus different numbers of selected answerers. It shows
that the response rate decreases when β increases. Because
a larger β gives less weight on the social closeness, which
reflects the users’ willingness to respond to a question.
Figure 7(b) shows the precision rate of different β values
versus different numbers of selected answerers. It shows
that the precision rate increases as β increases because a
larger β gives more weight on the interest similarity, which
reflects users’ capability to answer questions. The results
show that β controls the tradeoff between the response rate
and precision rate.

We define overhead for the best answer as the the number of
forwarding message generated for a question before the first
best answer is received. Figure 7(c) shows the recall rate,
wait time and overhead for the best answer when 8 potential
answerers were selected in SocialQ&A. As β increases, the
wait time and overhead first decrease then increase, and the
recall rate first increases and then decreases at the point of
β = 0.6. This is caused by the increasing weight of interest
closeness and decreasing weight of social closeness. This
figure shows that when β equals 0.6, SocialQ&A has the
shortest wait time, largest recall rate and lowest overhead,
thus reaching the optimal tradeoff between efficiency, effec-
tiveness and cost.
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5.3 Performance of Security and Efficiency Enhance-
ment

In this section, we measure the performance of our
proposed security and efficiency enhancement methods.
For the counting bloom filter [42] adopted in the evaluation,
we set the false positive rate to 1% and the expected
maximum number of inserted information items to 100.
Unless otherwise specified, all settings are set as the default.
Using the bloom filter based personal information exchange
method, the interest similarity and social closeness
are calculated differently from the original method in
Section 4.1.1. Then, this enhancement method may select
different potential answerers. In order to show the accuracy
of identifying appropriate answerers, we measure the recall
rate of a question as |X

′∩X|
|X| , where X and X ′ denote the set

of answerers selected for a question with the enhancement
method and with the original method introduced in
Section 4.1.1, respectively.

Figure 8(a) shows the average recall rate of all ques-
tions using the bloom filter based personal information
exchange method that encrypts only the friend infor-
mation, only the interest information, and both friend
and interest information (i.e., personal information). If the
fridendship/interest is encrypted by a bloom filter, we
use formulas in Section 4.1.1 to calculate social close-
ness/interest similarity; otherwise we use the formulas in
Section 3.2.3. The figure shows that this method cannot
recall all potential answerers generated by the original
method. This is because the false positive rate of the bloom
filter and the cosine similarity calculation increase some
users’ social closeness/interest similarity scores by falsely
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regarding some uncommon friends/interests as common
friends/interests. But this enhancement method with en-
crypted friendship/interest/personal information still can
recall at least 92.3%/88.7%/84.3% of the potential answerers
found by the original method when the number of selected
potential answerers no larger than 20. The figure also shows
that the recall rate decreases when the number of selected
potential answerers increases. Recall that all friends are
ranked in a descending order of ΨUk

to be selected as a
potential answerer. By selecting more potential answers, a
larger percentage of falsely ranked friends will be selected,
which leads to lower recall rate. We then test the overall
accuracy of answerer searching, measured by F-score, of
SocialQ&A with this enhancement method (denoted by
Secure SocialQ&A) compared to SocialQ&A without this
enhancement method (denoted by SocialQ&A). Figure 8(b)
shows the F-score of Secure SocialQ&A and its reduced ratio
compared to F-score of SocialQ&A. The reduced ratio of F-
score is calculated by the F−F ′

F , where F and F ′ represent
the F-scores of SocialQ&A and Secure SocialQ&A, respec-
tively. Due to the same reasons as Figure 8(a), it generates
a slightly smaller F-score than SocialQ&A, and the reduced
ratio is at most 8%. Figures 8(a) and 8(b) indicate that the
bloom filter based personal information exchange method
can provide user privacy protection with a little sacrifice on
answer quality.

In the bloom filter based personal information exchange
method, users exchange bloom filter results of friendship
and interest information in order to protect their privacy.
However, a malicious user can detect the friendship or
interest information by looping all user IDs and interests. In
this experiment, we assume there is a user with 200 friends,
and then loop all user IDs to calculate the accuracy of
detected friends of the user, which is calculated by the ratio
of the actual number of friends (i.e., 200) over the number
of found users contained in the bloom filter result. We
evaluate the accuracy of the personal information exchange
method with different predefined false positive rates and
expected maximum number of inserted elements. Below,
we show the performance of user friendship protection,
and the performance of user interest protection is similar
as the friendship protection. Figure 9(a) shows the accuracy
of found friends of this user versus the expected maximum
number of inserted elements (i.e., friends) in the bloom
filters with different false positive rates, denoted by FP.
It shows that the accuracy increases when the expected
maximum number of inserted elements in the bloom filter
increases and vice versa. It also shows for the same expected
maximum number of inserted elements, a larger false posi-
tive rate leads to a lower accuracy. This is because a larger
expected maximum number leads to a smaller false positive
rate. With a smaller false positive rate, fewer strangers are
found as friends contained in the bloom filter, which leads
to a higher accuracy. The figure indicates that to protect
user privacy, we can decrease the accuracy by decreasing
the expected maximum number of input elements and
increasing the pre-defined false positive rate in the bloom
filter. Figure 9(b) shows the accuracy versus the total of
user IDs in the system, which is increased from 1,000 to
10,000,000 enlarged by 10 times at each step. It shows that
the accuracy decreases as the number of user IDs increases.
This is because with the same false positive rate, looping
a larger number of user IDs leads to more found users
contained in the bloom filter, so that the accuracy decreases.
The figure also shows the computing time (ms) to detect
all users contained in the bloom filter. It shows that due
to the larger number of user IDs in the system, it takes a

longer time to find all users contained in the bloom filter
result. The figure indicates that a larger user ID space and
sparse user ID distribution can also help protect the user’s
friendship privacy by decreasing the accuracy. Figures 9(a)
and 9(b) confirm that a relatively small expected maximum
number of inserted information, a lower false positive rate
in a bloom filter or a large user ID range in the system can
improve the performance of user privacy protection; and
both Figures 8 and 9 indicate that the encrypted friendship
information can protect users’ friendship privacy at a little
cost of sacrificing answer quality.

We then measure the performance of the onion routing
based answer forwarding method in protecting the identi-
ties of answerers and askers and its system overhead. In
this experiment, we assume that 50% of users are malicious
users, and the identities of answerers or askers are exposed
if all relay users in the whole forwarding path are malicious
users. This is because the malicious users form all relay
users of this onion routing path and the path length of the
onion routing is constant, so that they can know the whole
path and the first (last) relay user knows that its predecessor
(successor) is the answerer (asker). We define the exposure
rate as the number of total identified askers and answerers
by malicious users over the total number of asker and
answerer. Figure 10 shows the exposure rate versus the path
length of the onion routing. It shows that the expose rate
decreases as the path length of the onion routing increases.
This is because for a longer path length, the probability
that all relay users are malicious users is lower. It indicates
that the onion routing based answer forwarding can better
protect the asker/answerer identities when the path length
is longer. Figure 10 also shows the total computing time
of all users in an onion path for answer forwarding per
question. It shows that the computing time increases as the
path length increases. This is because each secure commu-
nication between two relay users in the path involves data
encryption and decryption. Thus, the figure is a showcase to
help determine an appropriate path length in reality, that is,
we should consider both the identity protection requirement
and the system overhead for each user.

Next, we measure the performance of the answer re-
trieval method for recurrent questions. In this experiment,
each user’s bloom filter result of the successfully answered
questions is broadcasted through social links within three
hops, and top 2 users with the highest scores of the bloom
filter result matching are selected to send the recurrent ques-
tion searching request. In reality, the newly asked question
may not be the same as the former one. Thus, to generate a
newly asked question, instead of using the exact recurrent
question, we replaced m number of words in the question
with m randomly selected other words among all words of
all questions, where m is increased from 0 to 3 with a step
size of 1. We measure the success rate as the percentage of
questions, which are resolved by satisfying answers fetched
by the answer retrieval method. We used Question to denote
the method using the whole newly posted question to match
former questions for answer retrieval, and use n-gram to
denote the n-gram based answer retrieval. Figure 11 shows
the success rate of answer retrieval methods with different
n-grams versus the number of changed words in each
question. It shows that n-grams can successfully retrieve the
answers for most of the recurrent questions. Among them,
the 1-gram has a better performance than the others when
the asked question is not exactly same as its former one.
This is because when matching a new question to a former
question, 1-gram produces more the same grams than other
n-grams, which makes the former question have a higher
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Fig. 12: The Waiting time with Security Enhancement.

probability to be selected as the recurrent question. How-
ever, when the newly asked question is the exactly same as
the former asked question, 1-gram may not accurately find
the recurrent question. For example, the question “where is
Clemson University?” and “where is Clemson post office?”
containing all words in the newly asked question “where is
Clemson?” and will be returned in 1-gram searching.

As shown in the figure, Question, 2-gram and 3-gram
fetch all recurrent questions when the newly asked ques-
tion is exactly the same as its former asked question. 2-
gram has a comparable performance with 1-gram when
the newly asked question is different from the former one,
while Question has a success rate equal to zero, and 3-gram
generates a much lower success rate than 1-gram and 2-
gram do. The figure indicates that the n-gram based answer
retrieval method can successfully retrieve the answers for
recurrent questions, and the 2-gram has an overall better
performance than other n-grams. In reality, the optimal n-
gram can be selected by using sample recurrent questions
from the system.

Figure 12 shows the average waiting time for all ques-
tions. It follows Social Q&A with Security protection (So-
cialQ&A Enc)≈Social Q&A due to the same reason as in Fig-
ure 4(c). This figure indicates that, SocialQ&A with security
enhancements takes additional several seconds computing
time on each question average. But, the Social Q&A Enc can
still get similar average waiting time per question as Social
Q&A. That is because the computing time is negligible
compared to the waiting time. The Social Q&A with security
protection has similar performance of efficiency and better
performance of user privacy protection.

6 SIMULATION EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Section 5 shows the outperformance of SocialQ&A com-
pared with other systems by measuring its potential an-
swerer searching effectiveness and efficiency. In this sec-
tion, we show the performance of SocialQ&A under real
environment. This section presents analysis on the usage
of our deployed real-world SocialQ&A system over a pe-
riod of approximately one month starting at the beginning
of March, 2012. Since it is not a mature and commercial
software, and it is hard to attract users to use it, we call
for volunteers to use it within this month. A total of 124
users registered and used SocialQ&A, 163 questions were
posted and 282 answers were posted in response. In the
experiment conduction, we ask users to follow their answers
and ask questions behaviors (the willingness and interest
and frequency) in their daily usage of Yahoo! Answer so
that we can compare the system performance with Yahoo!
Answer to certain extent.

The distribution of the users. Approximately 35 users
were from the United States, 70 users were from India, and 1
user was from the United Kingdom. This small-scale testing
shows the potential benefits in both the searching effective-
ness and efficiency and interesting usages of SocialQ&A to a
certain degree. Evaluation on a large-scale user base remains
as our future work.

6.1 Prototype Implementation of SocialQ&A
SocialQ&A allows users to register and modify user in-
formation, add/remove friends, ask/answer/forward ques-
tions and check question notifications. Consider a hypothet-
ical user named Mike. When Mike registers, he is required
to provide essential information about himself, such as his
personal information, area of study/expertise, his current
interests, and his involvement in other activities. Users are
also encouraged to describe their interests in terms of a
few predefined categories, such as movies, books, television,
music. User Interest Analyzer uses the registration informa-
tion to determine Mike’s interests.

Fig. 13: Interface of a question and answer thread.
As shown in Figure 13, the main user interface includes

a social platform (including Profile and Friend Options), a
Q&A domain (including Ask Question, Answer Questions
and Check Answers), and a notification module (including
events from both social platform and Q&A domain). When-
ever there is a user profile or friendship change of Mike,
the interest similarity S and friend closeness C are updated
accordingly by Question User Mapper.

When Mike submits questions, the user interface con-
tacts Question Categorizer first, and then passes the question
interests to Question User Mapper, which finally decides the
top N answerers and sends out the questions. Another
feature provided by SocialQ&A is the option to forward
and follow questions so that the forwarder will also receive
answers from the answerers. Further, SocialQ&A provides
search function to enable users to search in the repository of
previous posted questions and answers.

Unlike previous Q&A approaches, SocialQ&A exploits
the users’ profile information and interests, in addition to
the user’s social network and Q&A activities to determine
potential answer providers. Additionally, the interest infor-
mation of all users in the system is continuously updated
based on their actions. SocialQ&A is also distinguished by
routing questions only to potential answer providers rather
than flooding to all friends, thereby reducing overhead and
frustration to users.

6.2 User Questioning and Answering Activity
We used the number of questions and answers posted to
characterize user activity. Out of 124 users, 75 unique users
posted at least one question; 81 unique users provided at
least one answer; 26 users (approximately 20%) did not post
or answer any questions. The remaining 80% contributed
actively to SocialQ&A.

Figure 14(a) shows the number of questions asked by
each user, ranging from 0 to a maximum of 10. Figure 14(b)
displays the percentage of users who asked a given number
of questions. As seen from the figures, approximately 56%
of the users asked just 1 question, approximately 23% of
the users asked 2 questions, approximately 10% of the users
asked 3 questions, and the remaining 11% asked more than
3 questions. Thus, most of the users were fairly active.
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Fig. 14: Analysis on asked questions.
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Fig. 15: Analysis on posted answers.

Figure 15(a) shows the number of answers posted by
each user, indicating the answering activity of the users.
On average, users posted 2 to 3 answers. There are some
users that were extremely active and posted 5 or more
answers, and one of the users posted a total of 19 answers.
Figure 15(b) shows the number of answers posted versus
the percentage of users. Approximately, 25% of the users
provided just a single response, 15% of the users provided
2 answers, 15% of the users provided 3 answers, 10% of the
users provided 4 answers, and 40% of the users provided 4
or more answers. Comparing Figure 15(b) with Figure 14(b),
we see that the users tend to answer questions more actively
than they asked questions.

In the test, a total of 24 out of 163 questions (around
15%) remain unanswered, while all other questions have
at least one response. As SocialQ&A identifies potential
answer providers who have more common interests, close
social relationships with the asker, and have interest in
the question’s category, those question receivers are more
likely to answer the question. Thus, SocialQ&A is able to
achieve an improvement even with a very limited number of
users. We expect that the number of unanswered questions
tends to reduce with user growth, because with more users,
the range of expertise also becomes broader, a user has
more friends to ask questions and more users are willing
to answer questions. Practically, we were not able to test
SocialQ&A with millions of users. However, current results
indicate the promises of SocialQ&A in improving current
Q&A systems.

Potential benefit: The questions in SocialQ&A are more
likely to be answered since the potential answer providers
have a close social relationship with the asker and have an
interest in the question category, as indicated in [14–16].

6.3 Analysis of Questions
In this section, we analyze the questions asked in SocialQ&A
from the aspects below: (1) question paraphrasing, (2) ques-
tion categories, (3) question types, and (4) the number
of answers received for each question. To determine the
question types, categories and subcategories to which the
question belongs, we manually examined every question.

 I want to start photography can 

anyone suggest me a good camera? 

What is a good car renting service 

in the washington DC area? 

What is better programming 

language PHP or python? 

skype or yahoo which is better.... 

How do I make my playlist private 

on youtube? 

What is a computer virus? 

What is our purpose of living life? 

Why am I so happy today? 

Why do people like bass low 

frequencies in music? 

What are the effects of music on 

plants? 

Please can anybody suggest me 

the book for multimedia Systems? 

What is RTP? 

Best movies of 2012… 

Best character in The Lord Of the 

rings...??? 

What is the best comedy show on 

TV right now? 

Who is the best actor in big bang 

Fig. 16: A sample of questions from SocialQ&A.
After analyzing the 163 total questions, we found that

the average number of characters per question is 45.5 (10.65
words). The majority of questions (91%) are comprised of a

single sentence. Approximately, 75% of the questions were
properly paraphrased with a question mark, although some
questions contained multiple question marks.

Recall that SocialQ&A uses four major categories: music,
books, movies, and television. The left column in Figure 16
shows two example questions for each category. Figure 17
shows the distribution of questions among the four major
categories. Approximately, 38% of the questions are in mu-
sic, 29% are in books, 41% are in movies, and 13% are in
television.

Figure 18 shows the distribution of questions among the
various 32 subcategories. We show top 10 subcategories in
the figure, which indicate the interests of the current users.

We further classified the questions based on the follow-
ing four question types:
(1) Recommendation: Questions like “Please recommend some
local places for food.”
(2) Opinion: Questions like “What is a better programming
language, PHP or Python?”
(3) Factual: Questions like “What is the capital of Oregon?”
(4) Rhetorical: Questions like “What is the aim of life?”

The right column in Figure 16 shows two example
questions for each question type. Figure 19 shows the dis-
tribution of questions based on their types. We see that
the users asked a large number of opinion-type questions.
Approximately, 20% of the questions were recommendation
type questions, 36% were opinion-type questions, 25% were
factual-type questions, and 19% were rhetorical-type ques-
tions.

Figure 20(a) shows the number of answers posted for
each of the questions with at least one response. Figure
20(b) shows the distribution of the number of responses for
these questions. Approximately, 47% of questions have just
1 answer, and 13% of questions have more than 4 answers.
Most of the questions receiving only one answer are factual
questions, since one answer is sufficed for such questions.
Opinion-type questions tend to have more responses, as
no answer is the final answer. For example, in the test,
question “Should I buy a Windows laptop or MacBook?”
received more answers than question “What is the capital of
Oregon?”.

Potential benefit: SocialQ&A provides a platform for
both factual and non-factual questioning, and there tend to
be more answers for opinion based questions from social
friends, which can be a better reference for the askers on
non-factual questions. This feature of social network based
Q&A systems is also indicated in [1, 2].

6.4 Quality of Answers
For every question asked, the asker was able to rate the
answer on a scale of 1 to 10. Out of 282 answers posted, the
users of SocialQ&A rated 233 answers. A single question
may have multiple answers; hence, we calculated the aver-
age rating for each question and present the results in Figure
21(a). The average rating of all answers is 8.675, ignoring
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Music(38%)
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Movies(41%)
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Fig. 17: Distribution of questions
among the major categories.
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Movies:Musical(8.2%)

Fig. 18: Distribution of questions
among various subcategories.
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Fig. 19: Distribution of questions
based on question types.
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Fig. 20: Analysis on the # of received answers.
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Fig. 21: Analysis on the answer rating.

those that were not rated. The median is 9.29, the minimum
is 1, and the maximum is 10. The result means that most
answers provided in this test received high ratings.

We also analyzed the correlation between the question
length and the question rating. Intuitively, long questions
tend to be easier to understand. Thus, long questions help
the answer provider determine what the asker is looking for,
enabling him/her to provide a more accurate answer. Any
question that was explained using more than one sentence
is considered a long question. Our results show that longer
questions have an average rating of 9.33, which is higher
than the overall average rating.

Another way to examine the answer quality is to find
the maximum rating that an answer received for a particular
question. The analysis of the maximum rating is meaningful
because the highest rated answer provides the asker with
the desired information and the other answers could be
neglected. Figure 21(b) plots the percent of questions versus
the maximum rating of each question. The average maxi-
mum rating over all questions is 9.05, the median is 10, the
minimum is 1, and the maximum is 10. The results indicate
that SocialQ&A provides satisfactory answers in most cases
in this test.

The high answer ratings in SocialQ&A may be attributed
to two factors: (1) since the answerer belongs to the asker’s
immediate social network, (s)he is highly motivated to
provide better quality answers, and (2) the question is
mapped to the potential answer provider whose interests
most closely match the topics of the question. The result
of this analysis verifies the advantages of SocialQ&A by
leveraging the previous studies [14–17] on the influence of
social networks on Q&A performance to effectively identify
potential answer providers that can provide high-quality
answers. We expect that the answer quality would be
further improved as more users join SocialQ&A, because
more users will be willing to respond and the probability
that an expert exists among users also increases.

We further analyzed the answer quality based on the
aforementioned types of questions and found that:
(1) The average rating per factual question is 9.14.
(2) The average rating per opinion-type question is 8.67.
(3) The average rating per suggestion-type question is 8.18.
(4) The average rating per rhetorical-type question is 8.95.

The observations indicate that factual questions have a

higher average rating per question, most likely because such
questions can only have one correct answer. The answer
quality for rhetorical questions is determined solely by the
asker’s perception. Also, the opinion-type questions have a
higher average rating than the suggestion-type questions.
This is because when asking an opinion-type question, the
user typically asks for a choice between 2-4 items that (s)he
has shortlisted, whereas suggestion-type questions typically
have a wider range of options.

Potential benefit: SocialQ&A can enhance the degree
of satisfaction of askers on the answers especially for non-
factual questions since answerers share interests with askers
and are motivated to answer their questions, as indicated
in [2, 14, 16, 17].
6.5 Wait Time for Answers
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Fig. 22: % of resolved ques-
tions with different wait
times.

Figure 22 plots the distri-
bution of wait time for an
asker to receive a response
to his/her question. We see
that a large percentage of
questions (around 50%) are
answered within 8 minutes.
These results are promising
and show signs of future im-
provement on current Q&A
systems. By considering the social closeness, SocialQ&A can
more accurately identify potential answer providers that are
willing to answer the questions within a short time period.
We also see that 15% of the questions in SocialQ&A are an-
swered after a time period of one day for two reasons. First,
due to the limited number of users in the system, sometimes
the answer providers to whom the question was forwarded
were not online, leaving that question unanswered until
those users log in again. Second, because the number of
users in the system was very small, it may not be easy to
find enough potential answers who are capable to answer
the question. We expect that more users will help reduce the
wait time because the number of users willing to answer
questions quickly increases and the number of users having
expertise on the question’s topics also increases.

We also analyzed the wait time of answers based on the
four types of questions and found that:
(1) Most of the factual questions (around 80%) were an-
swered within an average of 16.1 minutes.
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(2) Most of the opinion-type questions (around 70%) were
answered within an average of 59.87 minutes.
(3) Most of the suggestion-type questions (around 70%) were
answered within an average of 71.62 minutes.
(4) Most of the rhetorical-type questions (around 70%) were
answered within an average of 123.83 minutes.

From these results, we conclude that the reason for late
responses regarding the rhetorical questions is the nature
of the questions; conversely, factual questions receive re-
sponses faster because the answers are well established.
Also, as mentioned previously, the asker generally narrows
down the choices for opinion-type questions; hence, they
are answered faster than the closely related suggestion-type
questions.

Potential benefit: SocialQ&A reduces the wait time of
answers because as the questions are mapped to the asker’s
close friends, they tend to respond quickly due to the
close social relationship and their expertise/interest on the
questions, as indicated in [16, 14].

6.6 Q&A Activity Examples

what are the fields where 

computer vision is used??? 

(+1 hop) B-> Forward 

(+2 hop) C-> Forward 

(+3 hop) Computer vision is used 

in a variety of applications. eg. 

image recognition , character 

recognition, medical fields etc. 

A: who is best ronaldo or messi  

D: Messi of course....... 

B: who is bst ronaldo or messi  

D: messi 

C: who is bst ronaldo or messi  

What do you think? 

What percentage of today's web 

development workforce is female? 

(A) 10 % 

(B) 30% 

(C) 50% 

10% 

50% 

30% 

how would u rate "swades" movie 

in the scale of 1 to 10? 

9 

5 out of 10 don’t like it much 

I love it 10 out of 10!!… 

9 out of 10 

Example 1 Example 2 

Example 3 

Example 4 
What is the most interesting IE course in our university? 

There are a lot of interesting courses in the HCC specialization.  

Fig. 23: Sample questions and answers from SocialQ&A.

In this section, we take a close view on users’ behavior
in SocialQ&A. Figure 23 shows Q&A activity of SocialQ&A
users on four question examples. In Example 1, it is in-
teresting to see users took SocialQ&A as a polling tool;
they wanted statistical results for references. In the second
question, a user asked the opinion about an India movie,
and quickly received answers from his/her India friends,
who have the same background as him/her. This supports
that users with similar interests and high social closeness
tend to answer questions. In our data trace, there are many
technical questions and discussion in the computer science
area, which makes SocialQ&A as a forum. This also indi-
cates that communities exist in the SocialQ&A system and
it is necessary to consider both interest and social closeness
in potential answerer selection.

In Example 2, a user wanted to know where computer
vision is used. The question cannot be answered by his/her
friend B, who forwarded the question to C , who further
forwarded the question. Finally, a user in 3-hop distance
returned the asker an answer. This example shows that
the multi-hop question forwarding in SocialQ&A is indeed
useful. Sometimes, users ask questions with topics beyond
his/her communities, which may be quickly resolved by
routing to another community through social links.

In Example 3, usersA,B andC asked the same question.
User D answered twice, but did not answer the third time.
Since (s)he already answered the question, (s)he wanted
to see others’ answers by acting as a follower (shown in
our system). So, a form of “follow” functionality in Ques-
tionQ&A is necessary, which allows users to receive answers
for others’ questions they are interested in.

One of the most interesting features of SocialQ&A is
that it allows askers to receive answers hypercustomized
to their information need. In Example 4, a user answered a

question particularly related to his university. It is difficult
to find answers through traditional search engines for such
non-factual questions for a particular user in a particular
place or environment. SocialQ&A aims to meet the need of
these questions.

In a nutshell, SocialQ&A allows users not only to ask
factual and non-factual questions but also to conduct Q&A
through different formats (e.g., polling, forum, chatting).
Also, users can leverage the follow and forward func-
tionality to gain knowledge beyond their communities or
propagate their thoughts to a larger group of users.

7 CONCLUSION
Q&A systems are used by many people for purposes such as
information retrieval, academic assistance, and discussion.
To increase the quality of answers received and decrease
the wait time for answers, we have developed and proto-
typed an online social network based Q&A system, called
SocialQ&A. It utilizes the properties of a social network to
forward a question to potential answer providers, ensuring
that a given question receives a high-quality answer in a
short period of time. It removes the burden from answer
providers by directly delivering them the questions they
might be interested in, as opposed to requiring answer
providers to search through a large collection of questions
as in Yahoo! Answers or flooding a question to all of an
asker’s friends in an online social network. The bloom
filter based enhancement methods encrypt the interest and
friendship information exchanged between users to protect
user privacy, and record all n-grams of answered questions
to automatically retrieve answers for recurrent question.
The onion routing based answer forwarding protects the
identities of askers and answers. Our comprehensive trace-
driven experiments and analysis results on the real-world
Q&A activities from the SocialQ&A prototype show the
promises of SocialQ&A to enhance answer quality and re-
duce answer wait time in current Q&A systems, and demon-
strate the secure and efficiency improvement achieved by
the enhancements. Since same questions may be presented
very differently and the same question may be answered
differently in different situation. In the future, we will co-
operate with other techniques (e.g. topic modeling [48] and
word embedding [49]) into SocialQ&A to find the redundant
question with a large scale user set. Due to the dynamic of
user behavior, SocialQ&A can cooperate a machine learning
method to adjust three parameters appropriately, which
needs a large user base and much more usage. We will con-
duct tests on a large user base in the real-world experiment.
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